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Bremerton school board approves levy
measure
By Chris Henry

Friday, November 15, 2013

BREMERTON â€” The Bremerton School Board voted on Thursday to put a levy
before voters in February that the district says will put the district on more stable
financial ground while maintaining programs for students.

That was the message from Wayne Lindberg, director of finance and operations, as
he recommended a four-year, $46 million maintenance and operations â
€œreplacementâ€ levy. The current levy runs through 2014. The total collection
amount from 2011 through 2014 is $43 million.

Lindberg told the board that the extra $3 million collected from 2015 through 2018 will
allow the district to quit eating into its reserve fund. Over the past two years, the
board has authorized using roughly a half-million dollars per year from reserves to
balance a budget of just more than $50 million.

Despite the levy increase, individual homeowners wonâ€™t see a significant hike in
their property taxes, Lindberg predicts. Property owners now pay $3.60 per $1,000 of
assessed value toward the M&O levy. The estimated rate in 2015, the first year of the
new levy, is $3.68 per $1,000. By 2018, the last year of the levy, the rate will have
inched up to an estimated $3.83 per $1,000.

To illustrate the impact on taxpayers, Lindberg gave the example of someone who
owns a $150,000 home and now pays $540 per year. In the first year of the new levy,
this homeowner would pay $553 a year on the levy, and by 2018, the levy collection
would be $574 or $34 dollars per year more than in 2013.

Bremerton residents who attended two forums on the levy and others who emailed
their thoughts to the board said they wanted to keep the rate roughly the same
without sacrificing programs and options for students. Lindberg said the proposed
levy measure would meet both goals.

Total collections in each year of the new levy range from $11.2 million in 2015 to just
less than $12 million in 2018. The collection amount, though higher than the current
levy, is still below the maximum allowed by the state.

While the collection amount is firm, the projected rate per $1,000 of assessed value
is only an estimate. When the last levy was set, district officials expected a levy rate
of $2.50 per $1,000, but as property values dropped with the recession all taxpayers
had to chip in more to meet the total collection amount.
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Lindbergâ€™s projected rates for the new levy are based on conservative estimates
of where property values are heading. The total assessed value of all properties in
the district is just less than $3 billion, down from $4 billion in 2008.

If the district sees new construction and the economy picks up, the districtâ€™s total
assessed value will increase and the levy rate could go down.

Property owners in Bremerton School District also pay on a bond and a capital
projects levy. The rate for the bond this year is $1.28 per $1,000 of assessed value;
the capital levy rate in 2013 is 63 cents per $1,000. The four-year capital levy runs
from 2013 through 2016.

Approval of the levy requires a simple majority.
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